Fencers split Jersey meets

By Herb Trachtenberg

The MIT fencing team met New York College of Engineering at Newark last Friday night and won a very close meet (14:13). The team travelled to Holobon the next day where they took third place. The meet was sponsored by the Stevens Institute of Technology.

In the New York meet, sabre men Art Rosen '64, Tom Selden '66, and Ralph Zimmerman '64 took seven of nine bouts, with Beat and Zimmerman taking the sabre. The fencing team's one foil victory was won by Herb Norton '64 in the second round. Karl Kurz '66 took three epee bouts to lead the epee squad to a 6-3 record for the day.

The only winning squad was Stevens, which had the foil squad, which took five of its nine bouts, including three victories by Chisholm Wheeler '68. The saber team took three victories from Snead's very excellent saber team. Many members of both teams felt that the saber bout between O'Connell and MIT's Zimmerman, which O'Connell won 5-3, was one of the best intercollegiate bouts they had ever seen. Karl Kurz took two epee and Bill Debarro '62 took one to give the epee squad a 6-3 record.

Parking during snow emergency
can bring up to $15 fine, towing

People who park on marked streets during a snow emergency face fines of up to $15 and possible towing, according to the Cambridge Traffic Department.

The emergency, which will be announced on radio stations WEZQ, WTAQ, WBRC, WHOE, and WCDP, will be declared if an approaching snowstorm seems likely. Although judges have always given two different scores to each speaker during the six rounds of the tournament. Although judges have always given two different scores to each speaker, only one of these has been used in the past. The computer took both scores into account in ranking the individual debaters.

The computer chose 12-day, based on the conclusion of the individual debaters.

Brandeis to hear talk by Wiesner

Prof. Steven R. Wiesner will speak at a forum at Brandeis University on "Science and Government: Some Individual Views." The talk will be in the Susan Ong Forum of the Humanities building at 5 pm on March 31, 1964.

Chuka Shoes

Here is a tremendous value in a comfortable casual shoe. It has a composition sole and glove leather lining. Imported from Italy. Choice of cocoa brown or sand color.

Graduates

CON EDISON WOULD LIKE TO TALK WITH YOU ABOUT WHAT YOU CAN BE DOING IN THE

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert without harmful stimulants

NoDoz keeps you mentally alert with the same safe refreshing found in coffee and tea. NoDoz is faster, fresher found in coffee and alert with the safe, effective NoDoz tablets.

We're looking ahead 15 years, and within that period Con Edison will have about 800 top management and staff positions opening up. Right now we can offer ambitious young college graduates unique opportunity to move to the top. We're looking for engineers... accountants... economists... math majors... and chemists who are interested in doing original, creative work in a progressive company that supplies the energy...generous financial help toward graduate studies. And all in the stimulating environment of exciting New York!

I'm old enough to get the low-down on this dynamic company that supplies the energy. /electricity, gas and steam—that keeps New York going and growing. Talk with the Con Edison man.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS...MARCH 10
Drop in at your College Placement Office. Get a copy of our brochure...also time and place for your interview.